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PREFACE

This project inspired to provide a new space for The Actors Studio to establish another academy in a new location where the teaching and learning of performing arts can be introduced to a new community and possibly expand its support group and add member to the theatre company. The new academy should have a comfortable space with enough space to house its classes and activities. The activities provided by The Actors Studio Academy (TASA) include classes on different types of performing arts, as well as workshops on writing, directing, set design, and production programs.

The Actors Studio Academy also provides space for other organizations to hold their activities as well. It is not only restricted for the members and students of TASA but also for other independent production houses or organizations in need of rehearsal space or a place to hold meetings or work sessions. There is an information and registration counter provided for new students and inquiries. Aside from that, it also provides services for anything involved in theatre production and performing arts.

Furthermore, TASA also holds small productions which were created by students of classes or programs held. This is to show the benefits of the academy and it will also show that TASA has its goals and prove that they can achieve it.
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